Application Form- Basic Information
# Question

Answer

Status

1 Application name

Limited to 100
characters

Compulsory

2 Application summary

Limited to 500
characters

Compulsory

3 Application category

Dropdown list

Compulsory

4 Start date

Date

Compulsory

5 End date

Date

Compulsory

6 Theme of working field 1 (Main theme)

Dropdown list +
Compulsory
other

Theme of working field 2 (Secondary theme, if
7 available)

Dropdown list +
Optional
other

Theme of working field 3 (Secondary theme, if
8 available)

Dropdown list +
Optional
other

9 Country or countries where activities will take place

Dropdown list
(Current list)

10 City or cities where activities will take place

Dropdown list
(Current list)

Compulsory if the
answer to "Country"
is Turkey

11 In whose name is the application?

CSO/Activist

Compulsory

12 Name of CSO

Limited to 100
characters

Compulsory if the
applicant is a CSO

13 Does the CSO have legal status?

Yes/No

Compulsory if the
applicant is a CSO

14 CSO category

Dropdown list + Compulsory if the
other
applicant is a CSO

Compulsory

15 Activist/CSO web page

Limited to 100
characters

Optional

16 Activist/CSO Facebook page

Limited to 100
characters

Optional

17 Activist/CSO Twitter account

Limited to 100
characters

Optional

18 Activist/CSO Instagram account

Limited to 100
characters

Optional

Did the applicant benefit from Sivil Düşün support
19 before? If yes, please state the support number.

Yes/No + Text
box if Yes

Compulsory

Did the applicant benefit from a European Union
support/funding opportunity before? If yes, please
20 state the last support received.

Yes/No + Text
box if Yes

Did the applicant benefit from any support/funding
opportunity except those of European Union before? Yes/No + Text
21 If yes, please state the last support received.
box if Yes

Compulsory

Compulsory

Compliance Check Form
Criteria

Type of criterion

Does the working field of the applicant or
1 do the recommended activities fall under Decisive
the rights-based category?
Are the recommended activities in line
with the aims and outcomes of the
2
application? Is the activity feasible and
realistic as a whole?

Decisive

Does the recommended work contribute
to civil society in Turkey through means
3
Decisive
like experience sharing, awareness raising
or networking?
4

Do disadvantaged groups and/or regions
Supporting
benefit from the work planned?

Does the recommended work
support/include civil society-public sector
5
Supporting
and/or civil society-private sector
cooperation?
Does the applicant have any relevant
information/research/civil society
6
experience in line with the requested
activities to be supported?

Decisive

Does the applicant require any extra
support other than the technical and in7 kind support Sivil Düşün may possibly
Supporting
provide, in order to carry out the
implementation of the planned activities?

Does the support create opportunities for
activists and/or CSOs that wouldn't
8 otherwise be eligible to benefit from the Supporting
funds and/or support provided by EU
Commission?
Do the concrete outputs and results of
9 the recommended work have positive
impact on the applicant?

Supporting

Are the requested budget items and
10 amounts in line with the activities
planned?

Flexible

Are the requested total budget amount
and relevant amounts requested under
11
each item satisfactory in terms of
cost/benefit ratio?

Flexible

Is the requested budget amount
12 compliant with the upper budget limit of Flexible
€5.000?
13

Which foreseen project results does the
RfS support?

Decisive

14

General comments by compliance check
expert

Recommendation

